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Abstract. We consider homogeneous random Sierpinski carpets, a class of

in®nitely rami®ed random fractals which have spatial symmetry but which do

not have exact self-similarity. For a ®xed environment we construct ``natural''

di¨usion processes on the fractal and obtain upper and lower estimates of the

transition density for the process that are up to constants best possible. By

considering the random case, when the environment is stationary and ergodic,

we deduce estimates of Aronson type.

1. Introduction.

The Sierpinski carpet is a fractal subset of R2 de®ned as the ®xed point of a family

of eight contraction maps. We can equivalently construct the fractal by taking �0; 1�2,

dividing it into nine equal squares of side length 1/3, and removing the central square.

This procedure is then repeated for each of the eight remaining squares and iterated

in®nitely. The carpet is the resulting fractal and has Hausdor¨ dimension df �

log 8=log 3. A fundamental geometrical property of this set is its in®nite rami®cation, in

that any connected subset of the fractal can only be disconnected from the rest by

removing a set of dimension 1. This makes analysis on this set much more di½cult than

for the case of the Sierpinski gasket, (the set formed from dividing a triangle into four

equal area triangles with repeated removal of the central, downward pointing triangle)

which is a ®nitely rami®ed set in that removal of only a ®nite number of points is

required to disconnect a subset of the fractal.

The previous work on in®nitely rami®ed fractals has concentrated on generalised

Sierpinski carpets with exact self-similarity. In a series of papers [3], [4], [5], [6 ], the

existence and properties of a Brownian motion, an isotropic di¨usion process, on the

two dimensional carpet were determined. This process was de®ned as the weak limit of
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a sequence of re¯ected Brownian motions on a sequence of subsets of R2 converging to

the fractal. Using this probabilistic approach it is possible to examine the Laplacian

and the heat kernel on the fractal as these are respectively, the in®nitesimal generator

and transition density of the Brownian motion. The key to proving the existence of

these objects lies in establishing a Harnack inequality, which is accomplished via a

straightforward coupling argument in two dimensions. In [8], this work was extended to

higher dimensional carpets, using a more complicated coupling argument to prove the

necessary Harnack inequality. We will be concerned here with a class of Sierpinski

carpets in any dimension but with the added feature of scale irregularity.

There have now been many results on ®nitely rami®ed fractals and in this setting

some non-self-similar sets have been explored, [11], [18], [19]. There are two natural

`random' fractals that have been considered. Firstly one with spatial homogeneity but

scale irregularity and secondly, one without spatial symmetry. For these fractals there

are greater oscillations in the heat kernel than that observed in the exactly self-similar

case. We will consider a class of in®nitely rami®ed fractals which are scale irregular,

thus extending the work on homogeneous random fractals initiated in [18], [11]. We do

not consider random recursive fractals [19], as it is essential to our approach via the

Harnack inequality, that there is spatial homogeneity for the fractals in our class.

We construct a simple example of the fractals that we will consider in this paper.

Firstly de®ne a family of two dimensional carpets, which we will call SC(n) for

nV 3, where the side length of the carpet is divided by n and a central square of

side �nÿ 2�=n is removed. This gives a family of carpets of Hausdor¨ dimension

df � log 4�nÿ 1�=log n, the ®rst member, with n � 3 is the original Sierpinski carpet and

it, along with the case n � 4, is shown in Figure 1.

In order to construct a carpet with scale irregularity we take a sequence fxng
y

n�1

where xn A f3; 4g, En, called the environment sequence. We then apply the a½ne

transformations corresponding to either type 3 or 4 according to the sequence. In this

Figure 1: Two Sierpinski carpets from the family SC(n)
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way we produce a fractal which has spatial symmetry but not scale invariance. An

example of the ®rst stages in the construction of a version of the type of carpet that

we consider is shown in Figure 2.

The recent work of [8] has shown how to construct processes on in®nitely rami®ed

fractals in dimensions greater than two. The technique used was to scale a sequence of

re¯ecting Brownian motions to obtain the Brownian motion as a limit. We will take a

slightly di¨erent approach, using a combination of ideas from Barlow-Bass and Dirichlet

form techniques. The Dirichlet form methods have been widely applied to ®nitely

rami®ed fractals and, for in®nitely rami®ed fractals with spectral dimension less than

two, they were developed in [22]. We will consider scale irregular carpets in all di-

mensions and obtain a construction and estimate transition densities using this Dirichlet

form based approach. We ®x an environment sequence and consider ®rstly the problem

of constructing the di¨usion. The main technical point requires an easy (due to the

spatial symmetry) extension of the Harnack inequality proved in [8] and this will allow

us to construct the process itself via Dirichlet forms, extending [22].

The approach of [22] is to de®ne a series of graph approximations to the fractal and

consider the sequence of PoincareÂ constants generated by the Dirichlet forms on the

graph approximations. We will prove that this sequence can be used to normalize the

Dirichlet forms to obtain the existence of a limiting Dirichlet form which is local and

regular, and hence there is an associated continuous strong Markov process.

Our second result is to obtain bounds on the transition density for the di¨usion.

We introduce a shortest path counting function which allows us to obtain estimates for

the transition density that are best possible up to constants. For the case of the

Sierpinski gasket, scale irregularity has been investigated in detail in [11]. The gaskets

were used as it is possible to get very precise information about the e¨ect of the scale

irregularity because of the simplicity of the structure. The results we obtain here are less

Figure 2: The ®rst stages in the construction of a scale irregular carpet
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precise as we cannot ®nd a nice representation of the spectral dimension. It would be

possible to apply the techniques used here to construct di¨usions on spatially homo-

geneous random nested fractals, a class of ®nitely rami®ed fractals introduced by

Lindstrùm [23], satisfying a very strong symmetry assumption.

Finally we consider the case when the environment is generated by a stationary and

ergodic sequence of random variables. Our estimates for the transition density can then

be compared with the usual form for such estimates for di¨usion processes on fractals.

Using subadditivity we can deduce the existence of a resistance scale factor and

corresponding exponent, which we use to ®nd expressions for both the spectral and walk

dimension. The bounds on the transition density can be expressed in terms of these

dimensional exponents but we are only able to control the oscillations in the density by

introducing an e. Even if the types of carpet are chosen according to an i.i.d. envi-

ronment sequence, we cannot describe the precise nature of this oscillation as in [11].

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the fractals and

de®ne our notation. In Section 3 and 4 we construct the di¨usion process on the carpet.

In Section 5 we introduce the shortest path metric and use it in Section 6 to describe

the transition density. Section 7 discusses the relationship with the usual form for

transition density estimates and the asymptotics of the spectral counting function when

the environment is stationary and ergodic. In this paper, ci �i A N� will be used as a

positive ®nite constant whose value remains ®xed within each proof, while cn:i�i A N�

denotes a ®xed constant appearing in Section n.

This research was started by three of the authors who considered the resistance

and the construction of the process on homogeneous random fractals [21]. After the

fourth author passed away, the ®rst author and second author completed the research,

obtaining heat kernel estimates for the processes on these fractals using ideas from work

which had appeared after the original research was undertaken. This work is dedicated

to the fourth author Dr. X. Y. Zhou, our sincere friend who loved stochastic processes.

2. Homogeneous random Sierpinski carpets.

Let V be a ®nite set. For each v A V , take lv;mv A N , with lv V 2, and let

C �v� � fcv
1 ; . . . ;c

v
mv
g; v A V ;

be a family of contractive a½ne transformations on R
d . That is, each cv

i is a

composition of a linear transformation and a translation and maps �0; 1�d to

P d
r�1�k

v; i
r =lv; �k

v; i
r � 1�=lv� (for 0Ubk v; i

r U lv ÿ 1; k v; i
r A N) and cv

i 0cv
j for i0 j. Set

F0 � �0; 1�d , Iv � f1; . . . ;mvg for v A V . For x1; . . . ; xn A V , de®ne F
�x1;...;xn�
n inductively
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as

F �x1;...;xn�
n 1 6

wj A Ixj
1U jUn

cx1;...;xn
w1;...;wn

�F0� � 6
l A Ix1

c
x1
l �F

�x2;...;xn�
nÿ1 �:

Here, and in the following, we denote cx1;...;xn
w1;...;wn

� cx1
w1

� � � � � cxn
wn
.

Let X � VN ; we call x A X an environment. We will occasionally need a left shift

y on X: if x � �x1; x2; . . .� then yx � �x2; x3; . . .�. The fractal E�x� associated with the

environment sequence x is de®ned by

E�x� � 7
n

F �x1;...;xn�
n :�2:1�

We call E�x� a homogeneous random Sierpinski carpet if it satis®es the following.

Assumption 2.1. �A1� (Symmetry) For all v A V , F v
1 is preserved by all the iso-

metries of the unit cube F0.

�A2� (Connectedness) For all x A X, E�x� is connected and contains a path connecting

the hyperplanes fx1 � 0g and fx1 � 1g.

�A3� (Non-diagonality) Let B be a cube in F0 with length 2=lv and with vertices on

lÿ1
v Z. Then if Int�F v

1 VB� is non-empty, it is connected.

Note that these conditions correspond to the hypotheses �H1�@ �H3� of [6] and

[8]. In this paper, we do not make the assumption �H4� of those papers. This is a

condition that qF0 is contained in F v
1 and so we allow the boundaries between cells to be

fractal (see Figure 3 for an example). Also, note that E�x� is not in general self-similar,

but the family fE�x�; x A Xg does satisfy the equation E�x� � 6
l A Ix1

c
x1
l �E�yx��.

At this point we ®x an environment sequence x, and, except where clarity requires

it, will drop x from our notation. We de®ne the word space I associated with E by

I � 1
y

i�1

Ixi � f�w1;w2; . . .� : 1Uwi Umxi ; i A Ng:

For w A I write wjn � �w1; . . . ;wn�, and

cwjn � cx1;...;xn
w1;...;wn

� cx1
w1

� � � � � cxn
wn
:

We write In � f�w1; . . . ;wn� : 1Uwi Umxi ; 1U iU ng for the set of words of length n.

De®ne Mxjn � mx1 � � �mxn and let m (m�x� to be exact) be the unique measure on E

such that m�cwjn�E�� � Mÿ1
xjn for all w A I , nV 0. We call sets of the form cwjn�E�

n-complexes.
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We construct a sequence of basic graphs which approximate the random carpet.

The su½x n will be used to denote x1; . . . ; xn but we will sometimes denote it by xjn if

some confusion may occur. For x; y A In, we write x @
n

y if the Hausdor¨ dimension of

the set cx�F0�Vcy�F0� equals d ÿ 1. We use this to de®ne a connectivity matrix for our

carpet by de®ning q
�n�
xy ; x; y A In by q

�n�
xy � 1 if x @

n
y and q

�n�
xy � 0 otherwise. We will

consider the ®nite graph (In; fq
�n�
xy gx;y A In�. Note that by Assumption 2.1, this graph is

connected.

For AH In;BH Iy nxjm, we write A � B1 fx � y A In�m : x A A; y A Bg. Let

Bn;m � ffx � Iy nxjmg; x A Inÿmg; 0UmU n. For k � m; . . . ; n and B A Bn;m, Bn;k�B�

denotes the set in Bn;k which contains B. For each nV 1, qIn denotes the set of

points x A In such that cx��0; 1�
d�V q�0; 1�d 0 f.

3. Basic estimates for constructing the processes.

We now construct a sequence of symmetric bilinear forms on the graph ap-

proximations to the random carpet. We follow quite closely the development of [22].

For any subset AH In, let En;A be a symmetric bilinear form in C�In;R� de®ned by

En;A�u; v� �
X

x;y AA

q�n�xy �u�x� ÿ u�y���v�x� ÿ v�y��; u; v A C�In;R�:

We denote En; In by En. Let huiA � jAjÿ1 P

x AA u�x� for any ®nite set A and u A C�A;R�,

where jAj denotes the cardinality of the set A.

We now introduce the following PoincareÂ constant and e¨ective resistance,

ln � sup
X

x A In

�u�x� ÿ huiIn�
2
: u A C�In;R�;En�u; u� � 1

( )

;

Rn�A;B� � minfEn�u; u� : u A C�In;R�; ujA � 0; ujB � 1gÿ1
;

for A;BH In with AVB � f. Let

K �1�
n � K

�1�
x1;...;xn

� �0; �lx1 � � � lxn�
ÿ1� � �0; 1�dÿ1

VF �x1;...;xn�
n ;

K �2�
n � K

�2�
x1;...;xn

� �1ÿ �lx1 � � � lxn�
ÿ1
; 1� � �0; 1�dÿ1

VF �x1;...;xn�
n ;

and de®ne

Rn � Rn�K
�1�
n ;K �2�

n �;�3:1�

Bn � minfs A N : bx1; . . . ; xs A In;cx1
��0; 1�d�HK �1�

n ;�3:2�

cxs
��0; 1�d�HK �2�

n ; xi @
n
xi�1; 1U EiU sÿ 1g:
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The quantity Bn is the number of steps in the shortest path across the fractal in the

n-stage approximation. We consider Bn in more detail in Section 5.

3.1. Resistance estimates, PoincareÂ constants and the Harnack inequality.

We have the following submultiplicativity result for the resistance Rn de®ned in

(3.1).

Proposition 3.1. There exist constants c3:1; c3:2 > 0 such that for each n;m A N ,

c3:1RnRy
n
xjm URn�m U c3:2RnRy

n
xjm:�3:3�

This can be proved in the same way as [25 ] (see [5 ] for the case d � 2) using a

subadditivity argument. As this is a lengthy proof and the basic idea is the same, the

details are omitted.

Now, let L�n� be a linear operator in C�In;R� given by

X

x A In

L�n�u�x�v�x� � ÿEn�u; v�; u; v A C�In;R�:

We let P
�n�
t � exp�tL�n��, tV 0 so that fP

�n�
t gtV0 is a symmetric Markov semigroup and

denote by W n
t the continuous time Markov chain on In which corresponds to En. We

say that a subset G of Il ; lV 1 is l-connected, if for any x; y A G, there exists an nV 1

and a sequence z0; . . . ; zn A G such that z0 � x; zn � y and ziÿ1 @
l
zi for 1U iU n. The

hitting times for the Markov chain are written as tA � infftV 0 : W n
t A Ag.

We de®ne the sequence of the ®rst Dirichlet eigenvalue of the discrete Laplacian on

In as

l
D
n � sup

X

x A In

u�x�2 : u A C�I n;R�; u�y� � 0; y A qIn;En�u; u� � 1

( )

:

An alternative expression for this quantity is

�lD
n �

ÿ1 � inf
En�u; u�

P

x A In
u�x�2

: u A C�I n;R�; u�y� � 0; y A qIn

( )

:�3:4�

We also need another version of the PoincareÂ constant sm. This is de®ned by ®rst

setting for any B;B 0 A Bn;m,

sn;m�B;B
0� � supfMm�huiB ÿ huiB 0�

2
; u A C�I n;R�;En;BUB 0�u; u� � 1g;

and then

sm � supfsn;m�B;B
0�; nVm4 1;B;B 0 A Bn;m;B @

n
B 0g:
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We now give the relationships between the various scaling constants.

Lemma 3.2. There exist constants c3:3; c3:4; c3:5 such that

sup
x

E x�tqIn�V c3:3l
D
n V c3:4sn V c3:5ln:

Proof. For the left inequality we use ideas in [4]. De®ne a Green function Gn as

Gn f �x� � E x
�
tqIn

0 f �W n
t � dt for f A C�I n;R�. Then, by de®nition, En�Gn f ; g� � � f ; g�

for all f ; g : In ! R such that gj
qIn

� 0, where we set � f ; g� �
P

x A In
f �x�g�x�. Also

from (3.4) there exists a vn such that En�vn; vn� � �lD
n �

ÿ1�vn; vn� and indeed we see that

En�vn; g� � �lD
n �

ÿ1�vn; g� for all g with gj
qIn

� 0 as vn is the ®rst Dirichlet eigenfunction.

Thus

�g; vn� � En�Gng; vn� � �lD
n �

ÿ1�Gng; vn� � �lD
n �

ÿ1�g;Gnvn�;

for all g with gj
qIn

� 0 (the last equality is from the self-adjointness of Gn), and hence

Gnvn � l
D
n vn. We also see that if hn�x� � E xtqIn , the mean crossing time, then hn � Gn1

and

En�hn; hn� � En�Gn1;Gn1� � �1;Gn1� � khnk1:

Normalizing vn so that supx vn�x� � 1 and vn�x0� � 1, then

1 � vn�x0� �
Gnvn�x0�

l
D
n

U
Gn1�x0�

l
D
n

�
hn�x0�

l
D
n

�
E x0tqIn

l
D
n

;

as desired.

In [22] the quantity

l
�D�
n � supfMnhui

2
In
: u�y� � 0; y A qIn;En�u; u� � 1g;

is de®ned. Using the fact that kuk2 V kuk1, we see that l
�D�
n U l

D
n .

For the middle inequality we compare l
�D�
n and sn. This is done for the usual

Sierpinski carpet (SC(3) in the introduction) by [22], where it is Assumption B-1. It is

proved in [22] Proposition 8.1, that there exists C A �0;y� and kV 0 such that

sn UCl
�D�
n�k for all nV 1. The proof given in [22] depends upon the symmetry as-

sumption and hence will extend to higher dimensions. We give a brief discussion.

By de®nition

sm � supfsn;m�B;B
0� : nVm4 1;B;B 0 A Bn;m;B @

n
B 0g;

and we can take B;B 0 where the supremum is attained and let u be the function such
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that En�u; u� � 1 and Mm�huiB ÿ huiB 0�2 � sm. The function u must be symmetric and

so we can take a re¯ection S : B 0 ! B such that u�x�V 0; u�S�x�� � ÿu�x�; x A B 0. We

now de®ne a function v0�x� A C�Im� by

v0�x� � u�b 0:x�; �b 0:Im � B 0�;

and observe that

Em�v0; v0�UEn;BUB 0�u4 0; u4 0�U 1;

as well as hv0i
2
Im

� sm=4Mm. Now de®ne functions vi A C�Im�, for each cell i neigh-

bouring b 0, by using suitable re¯ections of v0 which ensure that the boundary values on

adjacent cells are equal. We then de®ne a function v A C�Im�2� by setting

v�a:x� � v0�x�; a B qI2;

v�b:x� � vb�x�; qba > 0:

Thus we have a function which has the properties that

vj
qIm

� 0; hvi2
Im�2

�
sm

4Mm�2
:

Thus, by our choice of v, we have ensured that there is no gain in the Dirichlet form as

we add up the pieces on the cell and all its neighbours, and hence

Em�2�v; v�U �2d � 1�Em�v0; v0�U 2d � 1:

With a ®nal adjustment of v to scale out the 2d � 1 factor, we have a function v such

that

l
�D�
n�2 VMm�2hvi

2
Im�2

V sm=4;

as desired.

The third inequality is [22] (4.3). This is proved by showing that ln�m U

lm � Clnsm and observing that ln ! y. The ®rst part follows from de®nitions and is

exactly the same as [22] Proposition 2.13(1) using [22] Lemma 2.12. The increasing

nature of the sequence ln is proved from the de®nitions. We can consider the function

fn�x� � �number of the steps from 0 to x in In�=
�������

Mn

p

;

so that En� fn; fn�UC and calculate ln V k fn ÿ h fnik
2
2 VC 0B2

n for some constants

C;C 0 > 0. Thus we can ®nd n such that lm U ln�m=2 and hence lm U ln�m U

2Clnsm � c1sm and we have the result. r
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The most di½cult part in the construction of the di¨usion process on the Sierpinski

carpet was to show the continuity of harmonic functions via a Harnack inequality.

This was ®rst shown by Barlow-Bass [3] using coupling arguments, valid only for the

2-dimensional case. After that, Kusuoka-Zhou [22] obtained the Harnack inequality

under mild conditions, but the argument was restricted to the case when the domain of

the Dirichlet form was contained in the continuous functions. Recently, Barlow-Bass [7],

[8] obtained the inequality for the higher dimensional carpets using a coupling result

for re¯ecting Brownian motion on the pre-carpet. Their arguments rely strongly on the

spatial symmetry of the carpets, and, as our random fractals still have that symmetry,

we can apply their arguments directly. We now translate the theorems in [8], [9] into

our setting.

Theorem 3.3 (Knight move). For any lV 1, any l-connected non-void subset G0 of Il

and any non-void subset G1 of Il , if dist �6
x AG0

cx�E�;6x AG1
cx�E�� > 0, then

inffP�l�n�
x �tz�In < tG1�In�; z A G0; x A G0 � In; nV 1; y lx A Xg > 0:

Note that the in®mum is uniformly positive regardless of the environments as we

have a ®nite family of contraction maps (jV j < y�.

Using this fact in an essential way, one can obtain the coupling result i.e., in our

case, that there are (not independent) random walks on the graphical approximations to

the carpet which couple with positive probability before they exit some region. We do

not state the result here but will state the coupling result for the limiting process later

(Theorem 4.10). From the coupling result we can deduce the following uniform

Harnack inequality for our approximating Markov chains.

Theorem 3.4 (Uniform Harnack inequality). There exists d > 0 which is independent

of the choice of x A X such that the following holds. For G0;G1 as in Theorem 3.3, if

nV 1, u A C�Il�n; �0;y�� and L�l�n�ujIl�nnG1�In
� 0, then

d max
x AG0�In

u�x�U min
x AG0�In

u�x�:

We learned the following lemma for electric networks, which is an extension of the

theorem in [13], [28], from M. T. Barlow.

Lemma 3.5. Let �V ;E� be a connected graph and Xn be a simple random walk on V.

For each A;BHV ;AVB � f, there exists a probability measure PA on A such that

X

x AA

E xtBPA�x� � R�A;B�
X

y AV

fA;B�y�;�3:5�

where fA;B�x� � Px (Xn hits A before B).
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Proof. As fA;B is non-negative and harmonic on Vn�AUB� and f jB � 0, there

exists P 0
A : A ! R� such that

fA;B�x� �
X

y AA

gB�x; y�P
0
A�y�;

where gB�x; y� is a Green function for V killed on B, which is the average number of

times for the random walk starting at x to visit y before arriving at B. By Ohm's law,

1 � R�A;B�P 0
A�A�. On the other hand, E xtB �

P
y AV gB�x; y�. Thus,

X

x AA

E xtBP
0
A�x� �

X

x AA

X

y AV

gB�x; y�P
0
A�x�

�
X

y AV

X

x AA

gB�y; x�P
0
A�x� �

X

y AV

fA;B�y�:

We thus obtain (3.5). r

For AH In and for mU n, de®ne

D0
m�A� � fm-complex which contains Ag;�3:6�

D1
m�A� � D0

m�A�U fB : B is an m-complex;D0
m�A�VB0qg:�3:7�

Proposition 3.6. 1) For G0;G1 as in Theorem 3.3 and for l A N , there exists

c3:6 � c3:6�l� > 0 so that

c3:6Ry
l
xjk URl�k�G0 � Ik;G1 � Ik�; for all n A N :�3:8�

2) There exist c3:7; c3:8 > 0 so that

c3:7RnMn UE xtqIn ; for all x A �D1
2�qIn��

c
;�3:9�

E xtqIn U c3:8RnMn; for all x A In:�3:10�

Proof. We ®rst remark on a fundamental property of resistance. Resistance

increases if we cut bonds in the network and it decreases if we short vertices. Using such

a shorting argument, one can easily obtain (3.8).

Now, set An � �D1
2�qIn��

c. Note that there exist c1; c2 > 0 such that c1Mn U

jAnjU c2Mn for large n. From Lemma 3.5, we have

X

x AAn

E xtqInPAn
�x� � R�An; qIn�

X

y A In

fAn;qIn
�y�:

As 0U f U 1 and f jAn
� 1, c3Mn U

P
y A In

fAn;qIn
�y�U c4Mn. Further, by using cutting
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and shorting arguments again, we have c5Ry1xjnÿ1 UR�An; qIn�URy1xjnÿ1. Using these

facts and the Harnack inequality for E xtqIn (which can be proved in the same way as

[3] Proposition 4.2 using Theorem 3.4), we have (3.9) and (3.10) for x A An. Now, using

Theorem 3.3, we can show that supx A In E
xtqIn U c6 supx AAn

E xtqIn for some c6 > 0 in the

same way as [3] (4.5). This proves (3.10) for x A In. r

As a corollary we have the following control on the scaling constants. Let

Tn � RnMn denote the n-th level time scale factor.

Corollary 3.7. There exist constants c3:9; c3:10; c3:11 such that

Tn V c3:9l
D
n V c3:10sn V c3:11ln:

3.2. Hitting time estimates and tightness of the processes.

We now use the Harnack inequality to obtain some hitting time estimates for the

sequence of Markov chains. We consider the scaled Markov chain W
�m�
t � W m

Tmt
and

write SD i
r �x�

�W �m�� � infftV 0 : W
�m�
t B D i

r�x�g �i � 0; 1�, and SB for the exit time from

any set B.

Lemma 3.8. There exist constants c3:12; c3:13 such that for each m > r,

c3:12T
ÿ1
r UE zSD1

r �x�
�W �m��; Ez A D0

r �x�;

E zSD1
r �x�

�W �m��U c3:13T
ÿ1
r ; Ez A D1

r �x�:

Proof. As SD1
l
�x��W

�m��, lV n is a decreasing sequence, we deduce

SD1
l
�

Xy

i�l

�SD1
i
�x��W

�m�� ÿ SD1
i�1

�x��W
�m���:�3:11�

From Proposition 3.6 we have E�SD1
i
ÿ SD1

i�1
�U g�xi�1�T

ÿ1
i�1, where g�v� is a constant

determined by the type of the carpet, v A V , used.

Let c1 � maxv AV g�v�. From (3.11) we have, for all y A D1
l �x�,

E ySD1
l
�x��W

�m��U c1
Xy

i�l

Tÿ1
i�1 U c2T

ÿ1
l :�3:12�

Lower bounds can be obtained in the same way using Proposition 3.6. r

Since SD1
l
�x��W

�m��U t� 1�S
D1
l

>t��SD1
l
ÿ t� we have, from (3.12),

E zSD1
l
U t� E z�1�S

D1
l

>t�E
Xt�SD1

l
��

U t� Pz�SD1
l
> t�c2T

ÿ1
l :
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So Pz�SD1
l
U t�U cÿ1

2 Tlt� �1ÿ cÿ1
2 � for each z A D0

l �x�, and we deduce there exist

c3 > 0, c4 A �0; 1� such that

Pz�SD1
l
�x��W

�m��U t�U c3Tlt� c4; tV 0:�3:13�

We can improve this to an exponential estimate on Pz�SD1
l
�x��W

�m��U t�. In order

to do this we de®ne the following function of time and space,

k � k�n; l� � inf jV 0 :

Tn�j

Bn�j

V
Tl

Bn

� �

:�3:14�

The function k�n; l� was de®ned in [11] and a version of it used in [20]. Its properties

will be as in those papers. First, the following inequalities are clear: 2U bv U b�,

t� U tv U t�, 2U bv U tv=bv U t�=2, where b�
1 maxv bv, t� 1 minv tv, t

�
1 maxv tv ([8]

Proposition 5.1, here we de®ne bv � B1, tv � T1 if x1 � v). Summarising, we have

1. If nV l then Tn=Bn VTl=Bn, and so k�n; l� � 0.

2. If n < l then k�n; l� > l ÿ n and we can show that there exists a constant c5 > 1

such that

l ÿ n < k�n; l�U c5�l ÿ n� when n < l:�3:15�

Note also

lU n� k�n; l�U c5l if n < l:�3:16�

Using the bounds on tv=bv above, Proposition 3.1, and Proposition 5.1 (which can

be proved independently), there exist c6; c7 > 0 such that for iV 0,

c62
i�1 Tn�j

Bn�j

U
Tn�1�j�i

Bn�1�j�i

U c7�t
�=2� i�1 Tn�j

Bn�j

:

From this, it follows that

jk�n� 1; l� ÿ k�n; l�jU c8; for all n; l:�3:17�

So, we have,

log
Bn 0�k�n 0;l �

Bn 0

� �

ÿ log
Bn�k�n;l �

Bn

� ��

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

U �1� c8�jn
0 ÿ nj log b�:�3:18�

As in [11] we can de®ne the approximate walk and spectral dimensions,

dw�n� �
logTn

logBn

; ds�n� �
2 logMn

logTn

:�3:19�
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Lemma 3.9. Let 0 < t < 1, 0 < r < 1, and let l; n satisfy

Tÿ1
l U t < Tÿ1

lÿ1; Bÿ1
n U r < Bÿ1

nÿ1:

Then writing k � k�n; l�, there exist constants c3:14; c3:15 such that

1

2
exp c3:14

Bn�k

Bn

� �

U exp
rdw�n�k�

t

� �1=�dw�n�k�ÿ1�
 !

�3:20�

U exp c3:15
Bn�k

Bn

� �

:

Proof. As in [11] Lemma 4.2. r

Lemma 3.10. There exist constants c3:16; c3:17 such that if k � k�n; l� then for all

x A E, and n; lUm,

Px�SD1
n �x�

�W �m��UTÿ1
l �U c3:16 exp�ÿc3:17Bn�k=Bn�:�3:21�

Proof. If jV 0, then for the process X to cross one n-complex it must cross at

least N � Bn�j=Bn, �n� j�-complexes. So, there exists 0 < c < 1 such that

SD1
n �x�

�W �m��V
X

cBj�n=Bn

i�1

Vi;

where Vi are i.i.d. and have distribution SD1
n�j

�x��W
�m��. Lemma 1.1 of [3] states that if

P�Vi < s�U p0 � as, where p0 A �0; 1� and a > 0, then

logP
X

cN

1

Vi U t

 !

U 2�acNt=p0�
1=2 ÿ cN log�1=p0�:�3:22�

Thus, using (3.13) and (3.22), we have

logP�SD1
n �x�

�W �m��UT ÿ1
l �U c1�Bn�j=Bn�

1=2��Tn�j=Tl�
1=2 ÿ c2�Bn�j=Bn�

1=2�:�3:23�

Given k � k�n; l� as above, there exist c3 and k0 such that k ÿ c3 U k0 U k, and

�Tn�k0=Tl�
1=2 <

1

2
c2�Bn�k0=Bn�

1=2:

Provided k0 V 1 we deduce

logP�SD1
n �x�

�W �m��UT ÿ1
l �Uÿ

1

2
c1c2Bn�k0=Bn Uÿc3:17Bn�k=Bn:
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Choosing c3:16 large enough we have 1 < c3:16 exp�ÿc3:17Bn�k=Bn� whenever k < c3 � 1,

so that (3.21) holds in all cases. r

Let fP
�n�
x ; x A Ing be a Markov process on In, whose generator is L�n�. Then, as a

corollary to this lemma, we have the following tightness of the processes.

Proposition 3.11.

lim
T!0

lim sup
m!y

sup jBjÿ1
X

x AB

P�n�
x �W n

Tnt
A InnB�; t A �0;T �;B A Bn;m; nVm

( )

� 0

Note that this corresponds to Proposition 4.9 of [22]. As was shown in that paper, the

Harnack inequality is not necessary for the proof of tightness. Here we obtain the

sharper estimate (3.21), using the Harnack inequality, as we will need this estimate later

for deriving detailed heat kernel bounds.

We proceed following [22] Section 4. For each nV 1, let ~Pn : L
1�E; dm� ! C�In;R�

and in : C�In;R� ! Ly�E; dm� be given by

~Pn f �x� � m�cx�E��
ÿ1

�

cx�E�

f �x�m�dx�; x A In; f A L1�E; dm�;

inu�y� � u�x�; if y A cx�E�; x A In; u A C�In;R�:

We want to construct a process on the random carpet and use the projection and

injection operators to transfer the Markov chains on the approximating graphs onto

the fractal itself. Let Q
�n�
t � in � P

�n�
Tnt

� ~Pn, t > 0, nV 1. Then fQ
�n�
t gt>0 is a semi-

group of symmetric Markov operators in L2�E; dm�. Let Pn � in � ~Pn; nV 1. We denote

k � k2 � k � kL2�E;dm�. Then, as in Lemma 4.10 of [22], we have the following.

Lemma 3.12.

(1) k�I ÿ Pm�inuk
2
2 U lnÿmM

ÿ1
n En�u; u�, u A C�In;R�, 1UmU n:

(2) There is a constant c3:18 > 0 such that

k�I ÿ Pm�Q
�n�
t kL2!L2 U c3:18t

ÿ1=2lnÿm=ln; t > 0; 1UmU n:

(3) lim supt!0 lim supn!yfk f ÿQ
�n�
t f k2; nV 1g � 0 for any f A C�E;R�:

We now construct the paths of our Markov chains on the carpet. Let us take

x0 A E and ®x it. Let Q�n� be the probability law of fcw�Tnt��x0�; t A Q�g under

Mÿ1
n

P

x A In
P
�n�
x �dw� where Q� 1QV �0;y�. Then, Q�n�; nV 1 are probability measures

in EQ� . As EQ� is compact, we see that fQ�n�; nV 1g is tight. Using Lemma 3.12, we

can prove the following in the same way as [22] Theorem 4.5.
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Theorem 3.13. For each cluster point ~Q of fQ�n�g, there is a strongly continuous

symmetric Markov semigroup fQtgtV0 in L2�E; dm� such that

E
~Q� f0�w�t0�� f1�w�t1�� � � � fn�w�tn���

� �Qtnÿtnÿ1
� fnÿ1�Qtnÿ1ÿtnÿ2

� fnÿ2�� � � �Qt1ÿt0 f0� � � �����; fn�L2

for any 0U t0 U t1 U � � � U tn A Q� and f0; . . . ; fn A C�E;R�. Moreover, for any

f A L2�E; dm� with
�
E
f dm � 0, we have

kQt f k2 U eÿtk f k2; tV 0:

4. Dirichlet forms.

This section gives a construction of the limiting Dirichlet form on a random

Sierpinski carpet. We follow the results of [22] Section 5. Let E�n�
; nV 1 be a Dirichlet

form in L2�E; dm� given by

E
�n�� f ; g� � RnEn� ~Pn f ; ~Png�; f ; g A L2�E; dm�:

Lemma 4.1. There exists a constant c4:1 such that

E
�n�� f ; f �U c4:1E

�n�m�� f ; f �; En;m; f A L2�E; dm�:

Proof. By de®nition of E
�n� and the fact that ~P is a projection,

E
�n�� f ; f � � Rn�x�E

�x�
n � ~Pn

~Pn�m f ; ~Pn
~Pn�m f �:

We have the following result, which is obtained as in [22] Lemma 2.12, combined

with the inequality sn U c1Tn.

X

x;y A In

�huix:Im ÿ huiy:Im�
2
q�n�xy U c2RmEn�m�u; u�;�4:1�

for all u A C�In�m�; n;mV 0. Now if u A C�In�m�, then, by (4.1)

E
�x�
n � ~Pnu; ~Pnu� �

X

x;y A In

�h ~Pnui�x� ÿ h ~Pnui�y��
2
q�n�xy

U c2Rm�y
nx�E

�x�
n�m�u; u�

as required. r

Let Dch be the set of Dirichlet forms associated with the cluster points of fQ�n�g

and let D
�x�
0 � f f : supn E

�n�� f ; f � < yg.
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Lemma 4.2. For any f A D
�x�
0 and i A In, f � ci A D

�y nx� holds.

Proof. This follows easily from

Em�n� f ; f �V
X

i A In

Em� f � ci; f � ci�: r

Lemma 4.3. (1) For any E A Dch, we have D
�x��E� � D

�x�
0 .

(2) There exist c4:2; c4:3 > 0 such that

c4:2 sup
n

E
�n�� f ; f �UE

�x�� f ; f �U c4:3 lim inf
n!y

E
�n�� f ; f �;�4:2�

for any E A Dch and f A D0.

Proof. The ®rst result follows from the second. For the second we use Lemma 4.1

in the same way as [22] Theorem 5.4. r

We can now write down a decomposition of the limiting Dirichlet form which holds

for all the cluster points.

Lemma 4.4. There exists a constant c4:4 such that

E
�x�� f ; f �V c4:4

X

i A In

E
�ynx�� f � ci; f � ci�Rn; E f A D0:

Proof. By construction we have

En�k� f ; f �V
X

i A Ik

E
�ykx�
n � f � ci; f � ci�

so that

E
�n�k�� f ; f �VRn�k

X

i A Ik

E
�ykx�
n � f � ci; f � ci�

V c3:1Rk

X

i A Ik

E
�ykx��n�� f � ci; f � ci�:

Taking limits as n ! y gives

lim inf
n!y

E
�n�k�� f ; f �VRk

X

i A Ik

lim inf
n!y

E
�ykx��n�� f � ci; f � ci�:

Then for any cluster point E
�x� we have by Lemma 4.3, that
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E
�x�� f ; f �V c4:2 sup

n
E
�n�� f ; f �V c4:2 lim inf

n!y
E
�n�� f ; f �

V c1Rk

X

i A Ik

E
�ykx�� f �C i; f �C i�;

for any cluster point E
�ykx�. r

In the following we take E A Dch and ®x it. For fQ
�n�
t g and fQtg as de®ned in

Section 3 and l > 0, set U l
n �

�y

0 eltQ
�n�
t dt, U l �

�y

0 eltQt dt.

Proposition 4.5. For each f A L
2�E; dm�VL

y�E; dm�, U l f is a continuous function

on E.

The proof of this proposition is essentially the same as that in [3] Section 6. Here

we only sketch the outline of the proof and refer the reader to the paper for details.

First, by the uniform Harnack inequality (Theorem 3.4), one can deduce the following

in the same way as in [3] Section 3:

There exist constants b;C > 0 such that, if un is non-negative bounded and

harmonic with respect to L�n�, then

jun�x� ÿ un�y�jUC dist�Cx�E�;Cy�E��4 min
v AV

lv

� �ÿn� �b

kunky

for all x; y A I n.

Using this, it is not hard to show that for f A L
2 VL

y, (a suitable continuous

modi®cation of ) fU l
n f gyn�1 is equicontinuous and uniformly bounded. Therefore by the

Ascoli-ArzelaÁ theorem, there exists subsequence of which converges uniformly. By

Theorem 3.13, the limit should be U l f so that the continuity of the function is deduced.

Using this proposition, we have the following.

Theorem 4.6. �E;D0� is a local regular Dirichlet form on L
2�E; dm�.

Proof. The local property follows easily using the right inequality in (4.2). Thus

we will only prove the regularity of the form.

We take G0;G1 as in Theorem 3.3 and ®x them. Let ul�k�x� � Px�tG0�Ik < tG1�Ik � A

C�Il�k;R�. Then, we see that ul�kjG0�Ik
� 1, ul�kjG1�Ik

� 0 and El�k�ul�k; ul�k� �

Rl�k�G0 � Ik;G1 � Ik�
ÿ1. Using (3.8), we have

sup
nVl

RnEn�un; un� � sup
nVl

E
�n��inun; inun� < y:�4:3�

On the other hand, as kinunk2 U 1, by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, we have a sub-
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sequence (which we also denote inun) so that inun converges weakly to some v A L
2.

Then, clearly ~Pnikuk ! ~Pnv pointwise as k ! y (n is ®xed). This, with (4.3) and

Lemma 4.1, gives

E
�n��v; v� � lim

k!y
E
�n��ikuk; ikuk�U sup

k

E
�k��ikuk; ikuk� < y EnV 1;

so that v A D0. It is easy to see that v A C�E;R�; vjcG0 �E�
� 1; vjcG1 �E�

� 0 and, by the

Stone-Weierstrass theorem, we have proved that D0 VC is dense in C. To show that

D0 VC is dense in D0 in E1-norm, it is enough to approximate f A D0 VL
y by elements

of D0 VC due to Theorem 1.4.2 iii) of [17 ]. But this is now clear as U l f A D0 VC

for f A D0 VL
y from Proposition 4.5 and it is a general fact that U l f ! f in

E1-norm. r

As we have a local regular Dirichlet form, there is a one to one correspondence

between it and a di¨usion process fXt : tV 0g ([17]). However this di¨usion process is

only de®ned for quasi-every starting point, as the capacity of points could well be zero.

As we will see later in this section, we can extend this quasi-everywhere result to

everywhere.

We now derive a PoincareÂ inequality.

Proposition 4.7. There exists a constant c4:5, such that for all f A D0,

E
�x�� f ; f �V c4:5 f ÿ

�

E

f dm

















2

2

:�4:4�

Proof. This result will come from the construction of the Dirichlet form. We use

the fact that the PoincareÂ constant ln scales as the time constant Tn. Note that it is

enough to prove the result for f A D0 VC by Theorem 4.6.

Recall that by the de®nition of the PoincareÂ constant,

En� ~Pnu; ~Pnu�ln V
X

x A In

�u�x� ÿ huiIn�
2
; Eu A C�In;R�:

We know that

E
�x��u; u�V sup

n
RnEn� ~Pnu; ~Pnu� Eu A D0

and hence

E
�n��u; u�V

Tn

ln

X

x A In

� ~Pnu�x� ÿ h ~PnuiIn�
2
Mÿ1

n :
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For u A D0 VC, taking n ! y, we see that, as �Tn=ln�V c3:11, the PoincareÂ inequality

will follow. r

Let Pt be the semigroup of positive operators associated with the Dirichlet form

�E;D0� on L2�E; m�. We can prove the Nash inequality using Propositions 4.4 and 4.7.

We omit the proof as it is the same as that of [11] Lemma 4.1.

Lemma 4.8. There is a constant c4:6 such that if Tÿ1
n U tUT ÿ1

nÿ1, then

kPtk1!y U c4:6Mn:�4:5�

We now consider the density of Pt with respect to m. Using the method indicated in

the lead up to [2] Proposition 4.14, we can prove the existence of a transition density

pt�x; y� which is jointly measurable and satis®es the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations.

In order to prove the joint continuity of the heat kernel we will follow the argument of

[16 ], Lemma 4.6.

Lemma 4.9. The transition semigroup Pt on L
2�E� has a kernel pt�x; y� which is

jointly continuous for �t; x; y� A �0;y� � E � E.

Proof. We will ®rst show that Pt has the strong Feller property:

Pt : L
1 VLy ! C�E�:

Note that as the semigroup is the L2 semigroup associated with a Dirichlet form, it is

holomorphic (see [14]). Thus Pt f A D�L� for all f A L2. Now, as U l f is continuous

for all f A L2 VLy (due to Proposition 4.5), according to Proposition 2.3 and Lemma

2.4 of [26], it is enough to check that

�y
0

tr=2ÿ1eÿtkPtkp!y dt < y�4:6�

holds for some r > 0, 1 < p < y. But we already have a good bound of kPtk1!y

�� kPtk
2
2!y� for small t in Lemma 4.8 so that (4.6) holds for p � 2 and large r.

Thus given f A L1 VLy we have that Pt f A C. Observe that the transition density

pt��; y� A L
1 VLy as

�
E

pt�x; y�m�dx� � 1; and sup
x

pt�x; y�U c�t�:

Now we can write pt�x; y� � Pt=2�pt=2�: ; y���x� by the Chapman-Kolmogorov

equations, and hence, by the above, we see that pt�x; y� is continuous in x. Equipped
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with this result we can follow through the argument of [16 ] Lemma 4.6 to obtain the

joint continuity of the transition density. r

This result shows that there is no uncertainty in the starting point for the one to

one correspondence between the Dirichlet form and the di¨usion process, which was

mentioned after the proof of Theorem 4.6.

Finally in this section, we state the coupling result and Harnack inequality for the

limiting operator for later use. Given two processes Y 1;Y 2, de®ned on the same state

space, we set

TC�X ;Y� � infftV 0 : Y 1
t � Y 2

t g:

Also, let S z
B denote the exit time from the set B, when the process is started from the

point z.

Theorem 4.10 (Coupling). For x; y A E, there exist di¨usion processes W x
t ;W

y
t with

W x
0 � x;W

y
0 � y on E whose laws are equal to fXtg that satisfy the following:

For n A N and e > 0, there exists a k0 such that

P�TC�W
x
;W y� < minfS x

D0
n �x�

;S
y

D0
n �x�

g� > 1ÿ e;

for all k > k0, y A D0
n�k�x�.

Theorem 4.11. Let L be the generator associated with the Dirichlet form �E;D0�.

Then for any connected open sets G1;G2 in E with dist �G c
1 ;G2� > 0, there exists d > 0

such that

d max
x AG2

f �x�U min
x AG2

f �x��4:7�

for any f A D0 with f jG1
V 0 and L f jG1

� 0.

The proof follows in the same way as Barlow-Bass [8], as E and W have enough

symmetries for their arguments to work. As before, we do not write down the proof as

it is lengthy and there are no non-trivial modi®cations from the original one.

5. Shortest path metric.

In this section we construct the shortest path metric on our random fractals. This is

an intrinsic metric which we will use to study the di¨usion process on the fractal. This

kind of metric is constructed for a½ne nested fractals in [16 ] and for homogeneous

random Sierpinski gaskets in [11]. Let Bn be the smallest number of steps in the
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path across the n-th approximation to the carpet, as de®ned in (3.2). Let x�n�; y�n�

(sometimes denoted by x�x1 � � � xn�; y�x1 � � � xn�) be the extreme points of the shortest

path.

Proposition 5.1. There exists c5:1 > 0 such that, for each n;m A N ,

c5:1BnBy nxjm UBn�m UBnBy nxjm:

Proof. We ®rst prove the second inequality. Take the n-path which attains Bn.

We will construct the n�m-path by putting the contraction of the m-path, which attains

By
n
xjm (or less), on each n-complex in the path on Bn. For this to succeed in giving a

path we should connect each contracted m-path and construct a connected n�m-path.

This can be done using homogeneity and symmetry of the fractal. Indeed, if the shortest

m-path goes from x�m� to y�m�, by re¯ection arguments we can construct an m-path

from x�m� to the point which is a translation of x�m� and which is in the opposite face

of �0; 1�d . As this path is constructed using the original shortest m-path and the re-

¯ection of it, the length of the path is less than or equal to the original m-path. On the

other hand, by diagonal re¯ections, we can construct an m-path from x�m� to each face

of �0,1�d whose end point is a rotation of x�m� with length less than or equal to the

shortest m-path. Using the contractions of these m-paths, it is easy to construct the

desired n�m-path.

In order to prove the ®rst inequality, we de®ne for x A In�m, the domains

D0
m�x�;D

1
m�x�, in the same way as (3.6), (3.7). Take an n�m-path which attains Bn�m

and separate it into each n-complex. Set x0 � x�n�m� and let x1 A In�m be the ®rst

element in the shortest n�m-path which is outside D1
m�x0�. De®ne inductively

xi�1 A In�m to be the ®rst element in the shortest n�m-path which is outside D1
m�xi�

until it reaches y�n�m� (we denote by s the last such i). Clearly the number of the

n�m-complexes between xi and xi�1 is greater than or equal to By
n
xjm. On the other

hand, �s=c1�VBn where c1 1 �maxv AV mv�
ÿ1. We thus obtain c1BnBy

n
xjm UBn�m. r

For x; y A In, de®ne dn�x; y� � minfp : p is an n-path between x and yg=Bn. Now

we assume the following.

Assumption 5.2. There exists c5:2 > 0 such that for all n;m A N and for all

x; y A In�m which are in the same n-complex (i.e. Cx�E� and Cy�E� are in the same

n-complex),

minfp : p is an n�m-path between x and ygU c5:2By
n
xjm:
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We believe that this assumption holds for all our fractals but so far we can only

prove it in the following situations. An example is shown in Figure 3.

Proposition 5.3. Under the following condition (a) or (b), Assumption 5.2 holds.

(a) d � 2 (i.e. The fractal is in R
2).

(b) (Borders included ) qF0 is contained in F a
1 .

Proof. In case (a), if x; y are at the opposite ends of a path which is from one

boundary to the other, then any path from x to y intersects the original path. Using this

fact, it is easy to deduce that

minfp : p is an n�m-path from x to p 0gU c1
Xm

l�1

Bxn�l ���xn�m
;

where p 0 is an n�m-path which attains By nxjm and c1 � maxv AV mv. Using Proposition

5.1, the right hand side can be estimated from above by

c1
X

Bxn�1���xn�m
=c5:1Bxn�1���xn�lÿ1

:

As Bxn�1���xn�lÿ1
U �c2�

lÿ1, we have the desired fact.

That case (b) is su½cient for the Assumption can be proved similarly as lines are

the shortest paths in this case. r

We now construct a metric on E.

Theorem 5.4. For x; y A E, take (arbitrary) xn; yn A In so that x A cxn
�E�,

y A cyn
�E�. Then the following d�x; y� can be de®ned independently of the choice of xn; yn

and d is a metric on E:

d�x; y�1 lim sup
n!y

dn�xn; yn�:

Figure 3: A random Sierpinski carpet with borders not included and its two generators
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Proof. Firstly, we remark that from Proposition 5.1 and Assumption 5.2, if

x; y A In�m are in the same n-complex, then

dn�m�x; y�UC 0Bÿ1
x1���xn

;�5:1�

for some C 0 > 0. Using this and the fact that Bx1���xn V 2n, it is easy to show that d�x; y�

is independent of the choice of fxng; fyng.

For the proof that d is a metric, the only non-trivial part is to show that, if

d�x; y� � 0, then x � y. To prove this, suppose x0 y. Then there exists an m A N such

that yn�m B D1
m�xn�m� for all nV 1. We then see that dn�m�xn�m; yn�m�VBymxjn=Bn�m V

1=Bm > 0 and hence d�x; y� > 0. r

We call this metric the shortest path metric. The following proposition suggests

that this metric behaves like a geodesic metric.

Proposition 5.5. There exists c5:3 > 0 such that the following holds.

For all x0 y A E and all m A N , there is a sequence fxig
m
i�1 HE; x1 � x; xm � y such

that

d�x; y�V c5:3
Xmÿ1

i�1

d�xi; xi�1�; 1=2U
d�xi; xi�1�

d�xj ; xj�1�
U 2 �1U i; jUmÿ 1�:

Proof. We ®rst prove that there exists c1 > 0 such that for x; y A E,

d�x; y�U c1 lim inf
n!y

dn�xn; yn�;�5:2�

where xn; yn are chosen as in Theorem 5.4. To prove this, we will show that for

w;w 0 A In�m

dn�wjn;w
0jn�U c1dn�m�w;w

0�;�5:3�

where wjn A In is the ®rst n letters in the word w. Indeed,

dn�m�w;w
0�V c2 minfp : p is an n-path from wjn to w 0jng

By nxjm

Bn�m

V c3 minfp : p is an n-path from wjn to w 0jng
Bynxjm

BnBy
n
xjm

� c3dn�wjn;w
0jn�;

for some c2; c3 > 0. The ®rst inequality can be proved in a similar way to the proof of

Proposition 5.1 and the second inequality is from Proposition 5.1. Using (5.3),
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d�x; y� � lim sup
n!y

dn�xn; yn�

U c1 lim
n!y

inf
mV1

dn�m�xn�m; yn�m� � c1 lim inf
n!y

dn�x; y�;

so that (5.2) is proved. Now, for each x; y A E, corresponding xn; yn A In (n large) and

for each m A N , we can choose fxn
i : n � 1; . . . ;mgH In which satis®es dn�xn; yn� �Pmÿ1

i�1 dn�x
n
i ; x

n
i�1�, x

n
0 � x; xn

m � y and the ratio of each distance is within �1=2; 2�. Using

(5.2),

d�x; y�V
X

lim inf
n

dn�x
n
i ; x

n
i�1�V cÿ1

1

X
d�xi; xi�1�;

where fxigHE is taken as a limit of some subsequence of fxn
i g. The proof is

completed. r

We remark that this proposition will be used for the chaining argument required in

the proof of the lower bound for the heat kernel (Theorem 6.8). It follows from (5.1)

that there exists c5:4 > 0 such that

d�x; y�U c5:4B
ÿ1
k if x; y belong to the same k-complex:�5:4�

Note also that if d�x; y�UBÿ1
k then x; y are either in the same k-complex or in

``adjacent'' k-complexes, (which means that y A D1
k�x�). If B�x; r� � fy A F : d�x; y�U rg,

then as the m-measure of each k-complex is Mÿ1
k , we have cMÿ1

k U m�B�x;Bÿ1
k ��U

c 0Mÿ1
k . Set

df �n� �
logMn

logBn

;�5:5�

it follows that if Bÿ1
n U rUBÿ1

nÿ1,

c5:5r
df �n� U m�B�x; r��U c5:6r

df �n�; x A E:�5:6�

The Hausdor¨ and packing dimension with respect to the metric d are written

dimH;d��� and dimP;d���. The following result follows easily from (5.6) and the density

theorems for Hausdor¨ and packing measureÐsee [15].

Lemma 5.6. (a) dimH;d�E� � lim infn!y df �n�,

(b) dimP;d�E� � lim supn!y df �n�.

In the case that the environment is generated by a stationary and ergodic sequence

of random variables, we will have more detailed information of Hausdor¨ and packing

dimensions in Section 7.
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6. Transition density estimates.

From this section, we let Pt be the semigroup of positive operators associated with

the Dirichlet form �E;D0� on L
2�E; m�, and let �L;D�L�� be the in®nitesimal generator

of �Pt�. We will call this operator a Laplacian on E. As �E;D0� is regular and local,

there exists a di¨usion �Xt; tV 0;Px; x A E� with semigroup Pt, which we will call

Brownian motion on E. There could be di¨erent processes associated with the di¨erent

limits of the sequence of Dirichlet forms. We will show that all processes have the same

bounds on their transition density.

We ®rst note that from Lemma 4.8 we have the pointwise bound, that if

Tÿ1
n < tUTÿ1

nÿ1, then

pt�x; y�U c4:6Mn; x; y A E:�6:1�

We can now extend our hitting time estimates for the Markov chains, obtained in

Lemma 3.10 to the di¨usion itself. We ®rstly construct the neighbourhood of a point

x A E. For a point x A �0; 1�d we de®ne the cube with center near x by letting f�xi� � j

if � j ÿ �1=2��=Bn U xi < � j � �1=2��=Bn �i � 1; . . . ; d� and setting

Dn�x� � ��f�x1� ÿ 1�=Bn; �f�x1� � 1�=Bn� � � � � � ��f�xd� ÿ 1�=Bn; �f�xd� � 1�=Bn�:

Let SDn�x�
� infft : Wt A D

c

n�x�g.

Lemma 6.1. There exist constants c6:1; c6:2 such that, if k � k�r; n�, then for all x A E,

Px�SDr�x�
UTÿ1

n �U c6:1 exp�ÿc6:2Br�k=Br�:�6:2�

Proof. This follows exactly the same approach as for the proof of Lemma 3.10.

We ®rst establish the weak bound, that Px�SDr
U t�U c0 � c1t, and then use Lemma 1.1

of [3]. r

The next lemma can be proved in the same way as [11] Lemma 4.4.

Lemma 6.2. There exist constants c6:3; c6:4 such that if 0 < t < 1, 0 < r < 1, and n;m

satisfy

Tÿ1
n U t < Tÿ1

nÿ1; Bÿ1
m U r < Bÿ1

mÿ1;

and k � k�m; n� then for x A E

Px sup
0UsUt

d�Xs; x�V r

� �

U c6:3 exp ÿc6:4
rdw�m�k�

t

� �1=�dw�m�k�ÿ1�
 !

:�6:3�
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Theorem 6.3. There exist constants c6:5; c6:6 such that if 0 < t < 1, x; y A E, and n;m

satisfy

Tÿ1
n U t < Tÿ1

nÿ1; Bÿ1
m U d�x; y� < Bÿ1

mÿ1;�6:4�

and k � k�m; n� then

pt�x; y�U c6:5t
ÿds�n�=2 exp ÿc6:6

d�x; y�dw�m�k�

t

 !1=�dw�m�k�ÿ1�
0

@

1

A:�6:5�

Proof. Noting that Mn U ctÿds�n�=2, this is proved from (6.1) and Lemma 6.2 by

exactly the same argument as in Theorem 6.2 of [6]. r

Remark. Note that the bound (6.5) may also be written in the form

pt�x; y�U cMn exp�ÿc 0Bm�k=Bm�;�6:6�

where m; n satisfy (6.4), and k � k�m; n�.

We obtain lower bounds on pt�x; y� using the same approach as [11], though the

techniques must be modi®ed to cater for the case when ds > 2. These bounds are

identical, apart from the constants, to the upper bound (6.5).

Lemma 6.4. There exists a constant c6:7 such that if Tÿ1
n V t then

pt�x; x�V c6:7Mn for all x A E:�6:7�

Proof. As in [11] Lemma 5.1. We note that the direction of the inequality of time

was mistyped in [11]. r

We need to extend this on-diagonal lower bound to a neighbourhood of the di-

agonal. In the case of ®nitely rami®ed fractals with ds < 2 this has been done via an

estimate on the HoÈlder continuity of the heat kernel, derived directly from the control

on functions in the domain provided by the e¨ective resistance. As we wish to consider

the case in which ds V 2 as well, we use the Harnack inequality following [8]. Let

Tÿ1
n < t < Tÿ1

nÿ1 and set

An
x � fy : pt�x; y�V c6:8Mng:

We can write c1�n� � Px�Xt A An
x� and begin by showing that c1�n�V c1 > 0 for

some c1 > 0. Using the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations and our on diagonal esti-

mates, we have
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p2t�x; x� �

�
pt�x; y�pt�y; x�m�dy�

�

�
A n

x

pt�x; y�pt�y; x�m�dy� �

�
�A n

x �
c
pt�x; y�pt�y; x�m�dy�;

c6:7Mnÿ1 U c4:6MnP
x�Xt A An

x� � c6:8MnP
x�Xt A �An

x�
c�:

Removing Mn and writing c 01 � c6:7=maxmv, we have

c 01 U c4:6c1�n� � c6:8�1ÿ c1�n��;

and thus c1�n�V c1 1 ��c 01 ÿ c6:8�=�c4:6 ÿ c6:8�� > 0, by choice of c6:8 � c 01=25 c4:6=2.

Now

pt�x; y�V

�
A n

x

pt=2�x; z�pt=2�z; y�m�dz�V c6:8MnP
y�Xt=2 A An

x�:

Thus we will have the near diagonal bound if Py�Xt=2 A An
x�V c2 for d�x; y�U

c3B
ÿ1
n ;Tÿ1

n < t where c2; c3 are positive constants.

We prove this in two lemmas.

Lemma 6.5. There exists a constant c6:9 > 0 such that

Py�SDn�l�x�
> t�U c6:9

Tn

Tn�l

if y A Dn�l�x�; Tÿ1
n < tUTÿ1

nÿ1:

Proof. This is a simple application of Markov's inequality, Py�SDn�l�x�
> t�U

E ySDn�l�x�
=t. For y A Dn�l�x� we have E ySDn�l�x�

U cTÿ1
n�l and hence we have the

result. r

Lemma 6.6. There exist constants c6:10; k1 such that for all n > 0,

Py�Xt A An
x�V c6:10; if y A Dn�k1�x�; Tÿ1

n < tUTÿ1
nÿ1:

Proof. Let e � c1=4 > 0. Using the coupling result in Theorem 4.10, there exists a

k l
0 such that if y A Dn�k�x�, then

P�TC < minfS x

Dn�l�x�
;S y

Dn�l�x�
g� > 1ÿ e;

for kV k l
0. Rewriting this we have

1ÿ e < P�TC < t=2� � Px�SDn�l�x�
> t=2� � Py�SDn�l�x�

> t=2�:

Thus for our value of t, choosing l such that c6:9Tn=Tn�l U c6:9�t
��ÿl

e, and using Lemma
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6.5, we have

P�TC < t=2� > 1ÿ 3e;

for y A Dn�k�x�. Thus, using the argument from [8] Theorem 6.9,

Py�Xt A An
x�VPy�Xt A An

x ;TC < t=2�

� Px�Xt A An
x ;TC < t=2�

VPx�Xt A An
x� ÿ Px�TC > t=2�

V c1 ÿ 3eV c6:10 � c1=4;

for y A Dn�k1�x�, where k1 � k l
0. r

Thus we have the following near diagonal bound.

Lemma 6.7. There exist c6:11; c6:12 such that if T ÿ1
n < tUTÿ1

nÿ1, then

pt�x; y�V c6:11Mn whenever d�x; y�U c6:12B
ÿ1
n :�6:8�

We can now use a standard chaining argument to obtain general lower bounds on

pt from Lemma 6.7.

Theorem 6.8. There exist constants c6:13; c6:14 such that if x; y in E, t A �0; 1� and

Tÿ1
n U t < T ÿ1

nÿ1; Bÿ1
m U d�x; y� < Bÿ1

mÿ1;

then

pt�x; y�V c6:13t
ÿds�n�=2 exp ÿc6:14

d�x; y�dw�m�k�

t

 !1=�dw�m�k�ÿ1�
0

@

1

A:�6:9�

Proof. Using (6.8) we see that the bound is satis®ed if mV n. Now let m < n,

write k � k�m; n�, and choose j; l with 0U j < l < c such that

2 lÿj
V 3b�=c6:12; �b�� l < �2b�� j;

note that such a choice is possible, with a constant c depending only on c6:12 and b�.

We then have

Bm�k�l

Bm�k

U
Bm�k�j

Bm�k

�b�� lÿj
U

Tm�k�j

Tm�k

2ÿj�b�� lÿj <
Tm�k�j

Tm�k

;�6:10�
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and

3b�

Bm�k�l

U
3b�2 jÿl

Bm�k�j

U
c6:12

Bm�k�j

:�6:11�

Let N � Bm�k�l=Bm. Since d�x; y�U b�Bÿ1
m there exists a chain x � z0; z1; . . . ; zN � y

with d�ziÿ1; zi�U cÿ1
5:3b

�Bÿ1
m�k�l (here we use Proposition 5.5). Let Gi � B�zi; b

�Bÿ1
m�k�l�;

then, if xi A Gi, we have

d�xiÿ1; xi�U 3cÿ1
5:3b

�Bÿ1
m�k�l U c6:12B

ÿ1
m�k�j:�6:12�

Let s � t=N, then

sV
Bm

TnBm�k�l

V
Bm�k

Tm�kBm�k�l

>
1

Tm�k�j

:�6:13�

From (6.8), (6.12) and (6.13) we have ps�xi�1; xi�V c6:11Mm�k�j V c6:11Mm�k. Therefore

since m�Gi�V c1M
ÿ1
m�k, and m� kV n,

pt�x; y�V

�

G1

� � �

�

GNÿ1

ps�x; x1� � � � ps�xNÿ1; y�m�dx1� � � � m�dxNÿ1�

V

Y

Nÿ1

i�1

m�Gi�

 !

�c8Mm�k�
N

V c2Mm�k exp�ÿc3N�V c2Mn exp�ÿc4Bm�k=Bm�:

Using Lemma 3.9 completes the proof. r

7. Stationary and ergodic environment.

In this section we assume that the environment is generated by a stationary and

ergodic sequence of random variables and see how oscillations in the environment

sequence xi relate to oscillations in the transition density. In [11] it was possible to

explicitly determine the spectral dimension in the case where there was ergodic behavior

in the environment. For the homogeneous random carpets we cannot express the

spectral or walk dimensions in terms of the time scaling factors for the individual carpet

types but we can show the existence of the spectral dimension. We can then use this to

®nd bounds of Aronson type for the transition density.

Let �X;F;P� be a Borel probability space, on which cylinder sets are measurable.

We begin by showing that there is a resistance scale factor.
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Proposition 7.1. There is a constant r A �0;y� such that

lim
n!y

logRn

n
� log r; P-a:s:

Proof. Note that from (3.3) and the fact that jV j < y, there exist constants

c1; c2 > 0 such that

cn1 URn U cn2 for all n A N :�7:1�

Now, from (3.3),

log�c3:2Rnk�U
Xn

i�1

log�c3:2Ry�iÿ1�kxjk�:

Thus, for any kV 1; we have

lim sup
n!y

log�c3:2Rnk�

nk
U

1

k
EP log�c3:2Rk�; P-a.s.

Moreover, from (3.3), (7.1) we know that if i A ��nÿ 1�k � 1; nk�, then

c3:1c
k
1R�nÿ1�k URi U c3:2c

k
2Rnk:

From these facts, we see that for any kV 1,

lim sup
n!y

log�c3:2Rn�

n
U

1

k
EP log�c3:2Rk�; P-a.s.

In the same way, we have for any kV 1,

lim inf
n!y

log�c3:1Rn�

n
V

1

k
EP log�c3:1Rk�; P-a.s:

Let ~Rn � EP log�c3:2Rn�, then ~Rn�m U ~Rn � ~Rm, En;mV 1. We thus see that

lim sup
n!y

~Rn

n
U lim inf

m!y

~Rm

m
� lim inf

m!y

1

m
EP log�c3:1Rm�:

Therefore, we have

lim sup
n!y

1

n
EP log�c3:2Rn� � lim inf

n!y

1

n
EP log�c3:1Rn�:

Combining this with (7.1), we see that there exists a constant r A �c1; c2�H �0;y�

such that

lim
n!y

logRn

n
� log r; P-a.s. r
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In this setting, we can also determine the Hausdor¨ and Packing dimensions. As

in the previous result we can prove that the limit limn df �n� exists and it is a constant

P-a.s. So the Hausdor¨ and Packing dimensions are the same and are given by

df � logm=log b where logm � limn!y logMn=n and log b � limn!y logBn=n. If we let

pv denote the limiting proportion of type v A V in the sequence, then

logm �
X

v AV

pv logmv:

We can see that the asymptotic behaviour of the spectral dimension depends on the

convergence of logRn=n. In general there will not be a simple expression for this limit in

terms of the di¨erent types of carpets, unlike the scale irregular gasket case. We now

de®ne the dimensional exponents for the random carpet P-a.s. as

ds � lim
n!y

ds�n� �
logm

logmr
;

dw � lim
n!y

dw�n� �
logmr

log b
:

As the convergence that occurs in this result comes from the sub-additive ergodic

theorem we do not have control on the rate of convergence. Thus, all that we have in

general is that there exists a set WHX, with P�W� � 1, such that for each e > 0 and

each x A W, there exists an n0 � n0�x� such that

1

2
jds�n� ÿ dsjU e; jdw�n� ÿ dwjU e; EnV n0:�7:2�

Theorem 7.2. For each e > 0, there exist constants c7:i � c7:i�x�, i � 1; 2; 3; 4 such

that for 0 < t < 1, x, y A E�x�, P-a.s.,

pt�x; y�U c7:1t
ÿds=2ÿe exp ÿc7:2

d�x; y�dw

t1ÿe

 !1=�dwÿ1�
0

@

1

A;�7:3�

pt�x; y�V c7:3t
ÿds=2�e exp ÿc7:4

d�x; y�dw

t1�e

 !1=�dwÿ1�
0

@

1

A:�7:4�

Proof. Take x A W and let Tÿ1
n U t < T ÿ1

nÿ1, B
ÿ1
m U r � d�x; y�UBÿ1

mÿ1. Note that

by modifying constants c7:i � c7:i�x� it is enough to prove for the case nV n0�x�. Since

�t��
n
UTn U �t��n, and similar bounds hold for Bm, we have

c1nU log�1=t�U c2n; c1mU log�1=r�U c2m:�7:5�
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So by (7.2)

tÿds�n�=2 U tÿds=2ÿe:�7:6�

For the o¨-diagonal term we have, writing u � rdw=t,

uU c3
Tn

Bdw
m

U c3
Tm�k

Bm�kB
dwÿ1
m

� c3
Bm�k

Bm

� �dwÿ1

B
dw�m�k�ÿdw
m�k ;

so that

Bm�k=Bm V c4u
1=�dwÿ1�B

e=�dwÿ1�
m�k :�7:7�

If m < n then using (3.16) we have c5nU logBm�k U c6n, and so with (7.5),

B
e=�dwÿ1�
m�k V c7t

ÿe=�dwÿ1�;�7:8�

while if mV n then Bm�k=Bm � 1. From (6.6) we have

pt�x; y�U ctÿds�n�=2 exp�ÿc 0Bm�k=Bm�;

and combining this with (7.6), (7.7) and (7.8) we obtain (7.3).

The lower bound is proved in exactly the same way. r

Remark. 1. The spectral dimension ds should be a continuous function of the

limiting proportions in the sequence and hence we can obtain fractals which take all

values of ds in some interval. In particular there will be examples of homogeneous

random fractals for which ds � 2. In [8] it was noted that this was unlikely to occur for

deterministic carpets but results were stated that would hold for any such examples.

Thus in our setting there will be such examples where the results stated in [8] hold. A

case would be an appropriate combination of the three dimensional Sierpinski carpet

and the Menger Sponge as de®ned in [8] Section 9.

2. In order to obtain sharper estimates of Theorem 7.2 as in the case of the

Sierpinski gasket ([11]), one needs to obtain good asymptotics for �logRn�=n. We do not

know how to do this even for the case where the environment is generated by an i.i.d.

sequence of random variables, as Rn is not expressible as a simple product of some i.i.d.

random variables in that case.

We can also obtain bounds on the eigenvalue counting function using the rela-

tionship between it and the transition density. As pt is uniformly continuous, this

implies that Pt is a compact operator on L
2�E; m�, so that Pt, and hence ÿL, has a

discrete spectrum. Let 0U l1 U � � � be the eigenvalues of ÿL, (with either Dirichlet or
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Neumann boundary conditions) and let N�l� � ]fli : li < lg be the eigenvalue counting

function.

Since

�

E

pt�x; x�m�dx� �

�

y

0

eÿstN�ds�; t > 0;

using (6.5) and (6.9) we have

c1Mn U

�

y

0

eÿs=TnN�ds�U c2Mn; nV 0:�7:9�

We can then convert this into estimates for N�l�, using the same proof as [11].

Proposition 7.3. There exist constants c7:5, c7:6, c7:7 such that if l > c7:5 and n is

such that Tnÿ1 U l < Tn then

c7:6l
ds�n�=2

UN�l�U c7:7l
ds�n�=2:�7:10�

Finally, if the sequence x is generated by a stationary and ergodic sequence of

random variables, and there is no rapid convergence of the proportions, we see that

N�l�=lds=2 is not bounded from above and below, unlike the regular fractals such as

(non-random) nested fractals or Sierpinski carpets.

Corollary 7.4. For each e > 0, the following holds P-a.s.,

0 < lim inf
l!y

N�l�

lds=2ÿe
; lim sup

l!y

N�l�

lds=2�e
< y:�7:11�

Further, for ®xed x A W, if there is a function g : R� ! R� with g�x� ! y as x ! y and

fnkg
y

k�1, such that

1

2
�ds�nk� ÿ ds� >

g�nk�

nk
resp:

1

2
�ds�nk� ÿ ds� <

g�nk�

nk

� �

:�7:12�

Then, there is a constant c7:8 (resp. c7:9) such that

lim sup
l!y

N�l�

ec7:8g�log l�lds=2
� y resp: lim inf

l!y

N�l�

ec7:9g�log l�lds=2
� 0

� �

:�7:13�

If the following holds instead,

1

2
�ds ÿ ds�nk�� >

g�nk�

nk
resp:

1

2
�ds ÿ ds�nk�� <

g�nk�

nk

� �

;�7:14�
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then there is a constant c7:10 (resp. c7:11) such that

lim inf
l!y

N�l�

eÿc7:10g�log l�l
ds=2

� 0 resp: lim sup
l!y

N�l�

eÿc7:11g�log l�l
ds=2

� y

� �

:�7:15�

Proof. (7.11) comes from Theorem 7.2. For (7.13), taking Tnkÿ1 U l < Tnk ,

N�l�

ec7:8g�log l�lds=2
V c7:6l

�ds�nk�ÿds�=2eÿc7:8g�log l� V c7:6e
�c1ÿc7:8�g�log l�

where the ®rst inequality is by (7.10) and the second is by (7.12). Thus the result holds

by taking c7:8 < c1. The rest can be proved in the same way. r
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